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INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE APPLICANT
Third Energy UK Gas Limited (the “Applicant”) is the operator of gas fields within the Ryedale area
and, at the time of submitting this application, holds interests in a total of six (6) Petroleum Licences
and one (1) Petroleum Appraisal Licence, granted by the Secretary of State at the Department of
Energy and Climate Change (DECC). Under the Petroleum Licensing system this permits the licence
holder to ‘search and bore for and get petroleum within the licence boundary’ subject to the granting
of planning permission, in accordance with the Town and County Planning Act 1990.
Many of the Ryedale gas fields were originally discovered by Taylor Woodrow Exploration Limited
and subsequently developed by Kelt UK Limited. Kelt sold its interest in the Ryedale Gas Fields to
Tullow Oil and Edinburgh Oil and Gas. Tullow Oil went on to acquire the interest held by Edinburgh
Oil and Gas. The Applicant (formerly Viking UK Gas Limited) acquired the interests of the Ryedale
Gas Fields from Tullow in 2003 and has subsequently undertaken an active drilling and workover
programme to enhance production of gas from the gas fields located at Kirby Misperton, Pickering,
Marishes and Malton.
The Applicant also holds a number of exploration licences and has previously constructed and drilled
wells at Ebberston Moor, within the North York Moors National Park.

1.2 THE DEVELOPMENT
Planning permission was granted by North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) on the 9 th January 2013
for the construction of an extension to an existing wellsite (Kirby Misperton 1), to drill and test up to
two (2) production boreholes followed by subsequent production of gas at Kirby Misperton 1
Wellsite (East), Alma Farm, Habton Road, Kirby Misperton (Decision Notice C3/12/00989/CPO). The
Kirby Misperton 1 wellsite and the Kirby Misperton 1 extension are referred to collectively as the
Kirby Misperton A wellsite (KMA). The Applicant is proposing to hydraulically stimulate and test the
various geological formations previously identified during the 2013 drilling operation and
subsequent analysis of the data, followed by the production of gas from one or more of these
formations into the existing production facilities.
The development will consist of five (5) principal phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pre-Stimulation Workover;
Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation;
Production Test;
Production; and
Site Restoration.
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Pre-stimulation Workover

In order to prepare the well for hydraulic fracturing operations, a workover rig will first be mobilised
to the KMA wellsite and rigged up. The workover rig will run into the KM8 well and retrieve the
89mm (3 ½”) circulating string.
Once the circulating string has been removed, the borehole may be surveyed using wireline tools to
accurately correlate the perforating depths. Once the perforating depths have been correlated a
series of tubing conveyed perforation guns will be run into the borehole in sequence and spaced out
to perforate the 178mm (7”) casing at the required depths. As the proposal is to hydraulically
fracture five (5) discrete zones, at depths between circa 2,123m (7,000ft) and circa 3,048m (10,000
ft) below ground level, five (5) perforating guns will be run in to the borehole and fired, creating
direct communication between the borehole and the formation. The depths of the five (5) zones
are:






Zone A – 2,123m (6,965ft) to 2,129m (6,985ft)
Zone B – 2,247m (7,370ft) to 2,253m (7,390ft)
Zone C – 2,652m (8,699ft) to 2,658m (8,719ft)
Zone D – 2,760m (9,056ft) to 2,766m (9,076ft)
Zone E – 3,037m (9,964ft) to 3,043m (9,984ft)

Once the 178mm (7”) casing has been perforated, the fired perforating guns will be brought back to
surface. A clean-up assembly will then be run into the borehole, where it will be cleaned and scraped
to remove any debris from the perforations.
Once the borehole has been cleaned and any perforating debris removed, a 114.3mm (4 ½”)
completion string will be run into the borehole. The completion string will consist of a number of
completion packers attached to a 114.3mm (4 ½”) tubing string, suitably spaced to provide individual
isolation of the five (5) zones being hydraulically fractured. A sliding sleeve will be positioned
between each set of completion packers, which can be opened using coil tubing to allow fluid to be
pumped into each zone.
The completion string is engineered such to provide integrated down hole safety barriers and plug
profiles tied back to the surface wellhead, with a production hanger system connected to the
114.3mm (4 ½”) completion string. A series of valves will be installed on top of the wellhead to
provide additional safety barriers to the wellbore. Once installed and in advance of the hydraulic
fracturing operation, the completion string and wellhead will be tested. The workover operation is
anticipated to take two weeks to complete, during which time the operation will be undertaken 24
hrs per day.
Following installation and testing of the completion string, the workover rig will be de-mobilised
from the KMA wellsite.
The pre-stimulation workover will be carried out over a period of approximately two (2) weeks and
will require approximately 10 personnel. A parking area will be made available onsite for all vehicles
associated with the operations.
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Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation and Well Test

Once the workover rig has been de-mobilised from the KMA wellsite, the hydraulic fracturing
equipment, coil tubing unit and well testing equipment will be rigged up and commissioned. It is
anticipated that the majority of the equipment required for the hydraulic fracture stimulation will be
delivered to site during the workover phase and within the first two weeks of the hydraulic fracture
phase, reducing the number of peak traffic movements.
Each discrete zone will be hydraulically stimulated in turn, starting from Zone E at the bottom by
fully opening the sliding sleeve using wireline or coil tubing and pumping the designed stimulation
treatment for that particular interval down the wellbore, through the perforated interval and into
the targeted formation. Once the fluid has been pumped, coil tubing will be run back down the
wellbore to the stimulated zone in order to circulate out any material from the wellbore. A coil
tubing drillable bridge plug will then be run and set above the opened sliding sleeve, effectively
isolating Zone E. Each stage will be similar in sequence to the last and will consist of fully opening the
sliding sleeve using coil tubing and pumping stimulation fluids. The stimulation fluids are a mixture
of water and fracture additives to which sand will be added.
Each hydraulic stimulation, from beginning to end, is anticipated to take approximately five hours to
complete and be undertaken during daylight hours, however, preparation times, including rigging up
and rigging down the equipment, extends the overall duration of operation to approximately six (6)
weeks.
A percentage of the hydraulic fracture fluid used in each of the five (5) fracture treatments will be
returned to surface and treated making it suitable for reuse in the next zone being hydraulically
stimulated. The percentage returned is anticipated to be circa 30% with the maximum of 50% having
been recorded in previous hydraulic fracturing operations. Waste water treatment may include
electrocoagulation and UV screening equipment. Cleaning waste fluids in this manner reduces the
volume of waste water needing to be transported offsite for treatment and/or disposal and reduces
water requirement for the subsequent zones being hydraulically fractured.
On completion of the fifth hydraulic fracture treatment, all flowback water will be diverted to
storage tanks on site, where it is held for subsequent offsite treatment and/or disposal at an
Environment Agency permitted facility.
In an attempt to reduce the duration and impact of the operation, all the flowback water may be
diverted directly to storage tanks on site, where it is held for subsequent offsite treatment and/or
disposal at an Environment Agency permitted waste treatment facility.
Once all five (5) zones have been hydraulically stimulated and cleaned out, the hydraulic fracturing
equipment, coil tubing unit, wireline unit and well test equipment will be de-mobilised from site.
Coil tubing will be run into the borehole with a mill toothed drilling bit and will proceed to drill out
each of the bridge plugs in turn, starting with the top plug. Fluid will be circulated down the coil
tubing during the drilling operation and will circulate out the cuttings generated from the drilling
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action. The cuttings will be separated from the fluid at surface and removed from site for offsite
recycling and/or disposal.
Once all of the bridge plugs have been milled, the well is ready to be flow tested.
Well testing equipment will be mobilised to site during the first week of the Hydraulic Fracturing
phase, rigged up and commissioned. Well testing equipment will consist of a choke manifold, a solids
removal system, a test separator, which separates any gas from fluids and fluid storage tanks.
Once all of the bridge plugs have been milled, the well is ready to be flow tested. Coil tubing will first
be run into the base of well. Nitrogen will then be pumped through and out of the coil tubing
positioned at the base of the well. The nitrogen will then flow to surface displacing (pushing) the
fluid in the well back to surface. This process reduces the hydrostatic weight of the fluid column in
the wellbore, which in turn allows the gas to flow to surface.
Once gas reaches surface it is diverted via the well testing tree, through the well test separator
system and into the existing production equipment via temporary flow lines, from where it is
exported off site via existing underground pipeline to Knapton Generating Station where it is used to
produce electricity.
Residual flowback fluid, which is brought to surface with the gas, is separated on site via the well
test separator and diverted to storage tanks on site, where it is held for subsequent offsite
treatment and/or disposal at an Environment Agency permitted facility.
A number of tests will be performed to establish flow characteristics, with the aim of determining
whether the formation being tested is capable of producing commercial quantities of gas.
1.2.3

Production Test

Once the hydraulic fracturing stimulation is complete and the well test indicates that the well is
capable of producing commercial quantities of gas, the Applicant may wish to carry out a production
test. The aim of the production test is to gain a greater understanding of the flow characteristics of
the formation over an extended period of time.
The production test would take place immediately after completing the well test operation, once the
hydraulic fracturing equipment, coil tubing unit and well test equipment has been demobilised from
site.
This phase of the operations will require minimal equipment to be brought onsite, primarily
consisting of a welded flowline and temporary flowline pipe supports connecting the KM8 well with
the existing production equipment on site, which will be installed and operated for up to ninety (90)
days.
As with the current arrangement on site for gas production, gas will be flowed to the surface and
into the existing production facilities, from where it is transported via pipeline to the Knapton
Generating Station for subsequent generating of electricity.
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Production

On completion of the well testing phase and/or the production test phase, the Applicant will make a
decision as to whether the prospect is commercially viable. If a successful production test is achieved
the KM8 well will be permanently hooked up to the existing production equipment on site.
To enable the permanent hook-up of the KM8 well to the existing production equipment on site,
only minor additional equipment will be required, consisting of permanent flowline pipe supports
and minor groundworks.
Once permanent hook-up is complete and commissioned, production of natural gas will commence.
Natural gas will flow to surface under pressure and pass through the production equipment onsite.
Produced gas is transferred to Knapton Generating Station via pipeline where it is used to generate
electricity, which is then transferred into the national grid. Based on a detailed evaluation of the log
and core data it is anticipated that any gas produced from the Bowland formation will be dry with
any moisture removed as part of the routine production activity.
1.2.5

Site Restoration

Once the well reaches the end of production it will be decommissioned and the site restored to its
pre-development condition. This will consist of three principle phases, detailed below.
1.2.5.1 Decommissioning
All surface production equipment will be purged clean and dismantled for offsite removal. All other
equipment, which may include control lines, electric cables, monitoring equipment, pipe supports
and storage containment will be dismantled for offsite removal.
In accordance with Oil & Gas UK Guidelines for the suspension and abandonment of wells, all distinct
permeable zones penetrated by the well are to be isolated from each other and from surface by a
minimum of one permanent barrier. If any permeable zone penetrated by the well is hydrocarbonbearing or over-pressured and water-bearing then the requirement is for two permanent barriers
from surface, the second barrier being a back-up to the first. The operation involves the setting of
cement barriers, extended above and below the permeable zone(s). Rubber cement retainers are
positioned within the internal casing string immediately below the required cement depth, which
prevents the cement from moving or slumping during setting.
Once the borehole is abandoned and the equipment used to undertake the operation removed from
the wellsite, the casing within the drilling cellar will be cut off at a depth of approximately 1.5m
below the expected ground level post restoration. A steel plate is welded over the top of the casing
to prevent soil from entering the borehole. The drilling cellar, which is of Pre Cast Concrete (PCC)
ring construction is then broken up, ordinarily leaving the lowest PCC ring in situ.
1.2.5.2 Wellsite Restoration
Surface aggregates will be inspected prior to removal. Areas where surface contamination is
identified will be removed for subsequent offsite treatment and reuse. The remaining surface
aggregate will carefully be removed for subsequent offsite reuse.
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Once the impermeable membrane has been removed and the subsoils exposed, the subsoils will be
inspected. In the unlikely event that localised contamination is identified, the contaminated area will
excavated for subsequent offsite treatment and/or disposal at an Environment Agency permitted
waste facility.
Soil samples will be taken, analysed and compared with soil samples taken prior to construction, the
aim of which is to confirm that no contamination to the subsoil has occurred.
The subsoil will then be deep tine cultivated in strips, using a low ground pressure bulldozer drawing
a winged, straight legged tine cultivator to a depth of 600mm at 1000mm centres. The deep tine
cultivated sub-soil will not be traversed by any machinery.
It is probable that the topsoil may have degraded somewhat during the period it has been stockpiled
onsite. Establishing the condition of the soils prior to their replacement will determine what
treatments, if any, are required to improve soil condition. Application of such treatments, which, for
example, may include nitrogen fertiliser application, will then be applied during soil replacement,
thus improving the penetration and effectiveness of the treatment.
Any weed growth on the topsoil stockpiles will be eliminated by non-persistent, contact weed killer
such as “Roundup”. Topsoil will be back-tipped from the stockpile onto the loosened strips and
graded out either with the bucket of the 360° excavator or with a low ground pressure bulldozer to a
uniform depth (the original depth before excavation), and will be levelled to avoid the formation of
depressions which could hold water.
All topsoil areas within the site, including areas not affected by construction will be ploughed and
cultivated to ensure that all stones, rubble, vegetation and other extraneous material larger than
75mm in any direction are removed.
The restoration of the KMA wellsite, including access track, is anticipated to take approximately six
(6) weeks to complete.

1.3 SCOPE
This Lighting Management Plan will be applicable throughout each phase of the operations at the
KMA Wellsite, detailed in Section 1.2. Whilst the document has tried to be as precise as possible in
relation to lighting specifications, these may be subject to change, however, the management and
mitigation measures discussed in this document will be applicable at all times.
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SOURCES OF IMPACT

The following table considers potential light sources during each of the five (5) phases of the
development and potential impacts prior to mitigation.
Phase

Area

Main Site Area

Pre-stimulation
workover

Impacts


Portable lighting towers

used to illuminate

working areas


Light spill into surrounding countryside
Glare from lights onto public highway
Sky glow from site
Luminance visible from properties

Workover
Rig

Intrinsically safe lighting
used to illuminate
workover rig and
equipment






Light spill into surrounding countryside
Glare from lights onto public highway
Sky glow from site
Luminance visible from properties

Accommodation

External lighting on
accommodation




Light spill into surrounding countryside
Sky glow from site

Production
Equipment

Existing Low Level
Lighting (normally
switched off)



Minor light spill immediately around the perimeter
of the wellsite if required to be on at night

Main Site Area

Hydraulic
Fracture
Stimulation/
Welltest

Source

Hydraulic
Fracture
Equipment


Portable lighting towers

used to illuminate

working areas

Intrinsically safe lighting 
used to illuminate

hydraulic fracture

equipment

Light spill into surrounding countryside
Glare from lights onto public highway
Sky glow from site
Luminance visible from properties
Light spill into surrounding countryside
Sky glow from site
Luminance visible from properties

Coil Tubing
Tower

Fluorescent tube
lighting on coil tubing
unit.





Light spill into surrounding countryside
Sky glow from site
Luminance visible from properties

Accommodation

External lighting on
accommodation




Light spill into surrounding countryside
Sky glow from site

Production
Equipment

Existing Low Level
Lighting (normally
switched off)



Minor light spill immediately around the perimeter
of the wellsite if required to be on at night

Main Site Area
Production
Test
Production
Equipment
Production

Production
Equipment

Site Restoration
and aftercare

Main Site Area


Portable lighting towers

used to illuminate

working areas

Existing Low Level

Lighting (normally
switched off)
Existing Low Level

Lighting (normally
switched off)

Light spill into surrounding countryside
Glare from lights onto public highway
Sky glow from site
Luminance visible from properties
Minor light spill immediately around the perimeter
of the wellsite if required to be on at night
Minor light spill immediately around the perimeter
of the wellsite if required to be on at night


Light spill into surrounding countryside
Portable lighting towers

Glare from lights onto public highway
used to illuminate

Sky glow from site
working areas

Luminance visible from properties
Table 2.1: Potential Light Sources
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PRE-STIMULATION WORKOVER

The pre-stimulation workover will be performed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as highlighted in
Table 3.1 below. The anticipated duration of the pre-stimulation workover phase is two (2) weeks.
Day

Start

Finish

Monday – Friday
Saturday

24 Hours a day

Sunday and Bank Holidays
Table 3.1: Pre-stimulation Workover Hours

The lighting required during these periods is discussed in more detail within Table 3.2 below.
Light Source

Lighting
Towers

Rig Mast lighting

Office
Accommodation
and Workshop

Specification

Description

2 x Portable Lighting
Towers
(Each Lighting Tower
consisting of
4 x 1000w Metal Halide
and shall not exceed 8m in
height)

Up to two (2) portable lighting towers will be positioned
around the site and allow the main working area and
accommodation units to be illuminated. Lighting will be
operational throughout low light and night time periods.
When lighting is not required it will be switched off.

These lights are located within the mast to aid drillers
visibility of the travelling block as it moves up and down
the mast. In addition, the rig is likely to be fitted with a
Linear Fluorescent Light
red flashing navigation beacon which can be disabled if
not required.
One 400W Metal Halide Light located on the Third
Energy Office Accommodation and one 400W Metal
Halide Light located on the Toolpusher
2 x 400W Metal Halide
Lights
Accommodation/Workshop. Providing lighting along the
walkways to the office accommodation. All lights are
downward facing.
Table 3.2: Lighting Equipment during Pre-stimulation Workover

The positioning of lighting during the pre-stimulation workover is indicated on drawing numbers
PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/06 and PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/11 within Appendix 2 of this Lighting
Management Plan.
Lighting tower specifications are provided as Appendix 2.
Equipment lighting specifications are provided as Appendix 4.
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HYDRULIC FRACTURE STIMULATION/WELL TEST

The hydraulic fracture stimulation/well test operation will be performed 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week as highlighted in Table 4.1 below. The anticipated duration of the hydraulic fracture
stimulation/well test phase is six (6) weeks.
During the hydraulic fracture stimulation/well test, lighting will be required during hours of
darkness. Whilst the hydraulic fracture stimulations will be undertaken during the daytime,
preparation in between the stimulations will be undertaken 24 hours a day and will require 24 hour
lighting.
Day

Start

Finish

Monday – Friday
Saturday

24 Hours a day

Sunday and Bank Holidays
Table 4.1: Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation Hours

The lighting required during these periods is discussed in more detail within Table 4.2 below.
Light Source

Lighting
Towers

Specification

Description
Up to eight (8) Portable lighting towers will be positioned
around the site and allow the main working area and
accommodation units to be illuminated. Lighting will be
operational throughout low light and night time periods.
When lighting is not required it will be switched off.

8 x Portable Lighting Towers
(Each Lighting Tower consisting of
4 x 1000w Metal Halide and shall
not exceed 8m in height)

Hydraulic
Fracturing
Pumps

16 x 400W Metal Halide Lights

Two 400W Metal Halide Lights located on the headwall of
each hydraulic fracture pump facing downward. Two 400W
Metal Halide Lights located on the vertical radiator, facing
downward.

Dry Blender

10 x 24V Deck Lights

24V deck lighting providing low level lighting to the
equipment and walkways.

5 x 150W Metal Halide Lights

Two 150W Metal Halide Lights located towards the front of
the power pack and three are located at the rear quadrants
behind the trailer, facing downward.

ACE Blender
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4 x 150W Tungsten Halogen Lights

2 x Linear Fluorescent Lights
(Each Light consisting of 1 x 4ft 36W
Linear Fluorescent)
Low Level Walkway on Lower
Section of Tower

Coil Tubing
Tower

4 x 400W Metal Halide Lights

Office
Accommodation

1 x 400W Metal Halide Lights

Four 150W Tungsten Halogen Lights located around the
batch tank and access to the control cabin, facing downward.

Located on the base section of the coil tubing tower to
provide walkway lighting.

Located on the top of the coil tubing tower providing the coil
tubing operator with visibility of the coil tubing injector.

One 400W Metal Halide Light located on the Third Energy
Office Accommodation. Providing lighting along the
walkways to the office accommodation. All lights are
downward facing.

Table 4.2: Lighting during the Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation/Well Test

The positioning of lighting during the hydraulic fracture stimulation/well test is indicated on drawing
numbers PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/07 and PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/12 within Appendix 3 of this Lighting
Management Plan.
Lighting tower specifications are provided as Appendix 2.
Equipment lighting specifications are provided as Appendix 4.

5.

PRODUCTION TEST

The production test would take place immediately after completing the hydraulic fracture
stimulation/well test operation, once the hydraulic fracturing equipment, coil tubing unit and well
test equipment has been demobilised from site.
The working hours for the installation of the production test equipment and any site works are
shown in Table 5.1 below.
Day

Start

Finish

Monday – Friday
Saturday

24 Hours a day

Sunday and Bank Holidays
Table 5.1: Production Test Working Hours

The lighting requirement during this period is discussed in more detail within Table 5.2 below.
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Specification

Description

Lighting
Towers

4 x 1000w Metal Halide Portable
Lighting Towers

Mobile lighting towers will be positioned around the site
and allow the main working area and accommodation
units to be illuminated. Lighting will be operational
throughout low light and night time periods. When
lighting is not required it will be switched off.

Low Level Lighting

9 x (2 x 36W) Linear Fluorescent
with Downward Reflectors

Located on the existing production equipment. Only used
when unplanned maintenance and inspections falls within
the hours of darkness.

Table 5.2: Lighting Equipment during Production Test

The positioning of lighting during the production test is indicated on drawing numbers
PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/08 and PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/13 within Appendix 5 of this Lighting
Management Plan.
Equipment lighting specifications are provided as Appendix 4.

6.

PRODUCTION

Ordinarily, during production lighting is switched off and is only required periodically for unplanned
maintenance and inspections, which fall within the hours of darkness.
Existing lighting, which forms part of the existing production equipment, will be utilised
throughout the production phase operations and is summarised in Table 6.1.
Light Source

Specification

Description

Low Level Lighting

9 x (2 x 36W) Linear Fluorescent
with Downward Reflectors

Located on the existing production equipment. Only used
when unplanned maintenance and inspections falls within
the hours of darkness.

Table 6.1: Lighting Equipment during Production

The positioning of lighting during production is indicated on drawing numbers
PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/09 and PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/14 within Appendix 6 of this Lighting
Management Plan.
Equipment lighting specifications are provided as Appendix 4.
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RESTORATION

Restoration working hours are shown in Table 7.1 below.
Day

Start

Finish

Monday – Friday

07:00

19:00

Saturday

07:00

19:00

Sunday and Bank Holidays

N/A

N/A

Table 7.1: Wellsite Restoration Working Hours per Day

The lighting required during these periods is discussed in more detail within Table 7.2 below.
Light Source

Specification

Description

Lighting
Towers

1 x Portable Lighting Tower
(Each Lighting Tower consisting
of 4 x 1000w Metal Halide and
shall not exceed 8m in height)

One (1) portable lighting tower will be positioned at the site
to allow the working area to be illuminated during the
periods of early morning and dusk to supplement low levels of
daylight. When lighting is not required it will be switched off.

Table 7.2: Lighting Equipment during Restoration

The positioning of lighting during restoration is indicated on
PSSL/TE/KM8/HFS/PA/10 within Appendix 7 of this Lighting Management Plan.

drawing

numbers
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Lighting tower specifications are provided as Appendix 2.
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Lighting Management Plan

CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT OF LIGHTING

To ensure the impacts of any lighting at the wellsite are managed and mitigated, a number of
measures will be implemented. These are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

8.1

BASELINE LIGHTING ASSESSMENT

To assess the impact of the existing lighting at the wellsite, an independent baseline lighting
assessment was commissioned by Third Energy. The baseline lighting survey was undertaken by
Resource and Environmental Consultants Limited in March 2015 and a copy is provided as Appendix
7.
The baseline lighting assessment classified the surrounding area as Environmental Zone E2 – low
district brightness.
The baseline lighting assessment concluded that street lighting was the most significant light source
and had more effect on sensitive receptors than existing light sources at the wellsite. However, it is
the aim of Third Energy to ensure that lighting levels from future operations remain low and do not
have an adverse impact on the local environment. Third Energy will adopt the recommendations
within the baseline lighting survey as detailed below:
Based on the Environmental Zone classification and relevant guidance criteria, lighting associated
with future operations should be designed to ensure:







8.2

Maximum sky glow as an upward ratio is less than 2.5%;
Light trespass at the windows of all residential properties in the vicinity of the wellsite is less
than 5 lux for pre-curfew periods (before 23:00) and 1 lux post curfew (between 23:00 and
07:00);
Source intensity is less than 7.5kcd for pre-curfew periods (before 23:00) and 0.5kcd lux post
curfew (between 23:00 and 07:00);
Building luminance is less than 5kcd/m2 during pre-curfew periods (before 23:00); and
Glare rating on all highways is less than 45.

SITE LAYOUT

Lighting will be located in key areas around the wellsite where it is required. Where tower lights are
required they will be positioned around the perimeter of the wellsite and raised high and face
downwards to reduce overspill. No lighting will be focused directly onto the public highway.

8.3

SCREENING

Screening will be used at the wellsite to limit any impacts arising from light spill, sky glow and
visibility from local residences. This will be achieved through the positioning of equipment onsite.
Where possible, equipment will be positioned so as to benefit from natural screening of interspersed
woodland and the local topography.
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During phases one (1) and two (2) of the development an 8.7m high noise barrier will be installed on
the eastern, northern and western perimeter of the Kirby Misperton 1 extension which will provide
additional means by which light spill from the site can be reduced. Where required, tower lights will
be raised to a height not exceeding 8m in order to take full advantage of the noise barrier in
reducing light spill.

8.4

POSITIONING AND LIGHTING BAFFLES

Any lighting will be directed to the areas required to ensure its efficient use. In addition, lighting will
be downward facing to minimise any light spill. Typically this will be directed at an angle of
approximately 70º, thereby reducing spill and glare.
Where appropriate, lighting baffles will be used to prevent light spilling outside of the wellsite and
glare onto the public highway. This will be reviewed during the setup of each phase. In particular,
lighting which spills onto the public highway will be prevented to ensure that road users are not
affected.

8.5

INITIAL LIGHTING AUDIT

Immediately following the installation of tower lighting and other lighting associated with each
phase of the develoipment, an audit will be undertaken to ensure effecient illumination for site
personnel and light spill, sky glow and visibility from local residences. Any adjustsments to the
lighting shall be underaken prior to nightime operations commencing.
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Lighting Management Plan

MONITORING AND COMPLIANCE

Throughout the phases of the development, ongoing monitoring of the effectiveness of this Lighting
Management Plan will be performed by Third Energy. This will include audits to confirm compliance
with the agreed Lighting Management Plan. Any non-conformances will be addressed and further
action will be taken where deemed appropriate.
As part of Third Energy’s commitment to ensuring its operations do not impact on local residents, a
community contact number will be provided. This will allow local residents to contact a member of
the Third Energy project team 24 hours a day. Any complaints received from local residents will be
investigated and dealt with promptly.
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APPENDIX 1 – PRE-STIMULATION WORKOVER LIGHTING PLAN
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TL-90 MOBILE LIGHTING TOWER

360˚ Mast rotation.

THE ULTIMATE
LIGHTING TOWER
PERFECT FOR
RENTAL

SMC LIGHT & POWER

Increased access for routine
inspection and maintenance.

Features
• 9m† vertical action hydraulic mast height
• 360˚ mast rotation
• Fully automated mast erection in only
12 seconds
• 4 x 1000W Metal Halide lamps
• Noise level 60dB[A] approx @ 7 metres, 85 LwA
• 130 litre tank, 85 hour-run
• Bio-degradable oil in hydraulic system
• Engine fluids bunded 120%
• Mast deployment alarm and safety system - release
park brake and mast descends automatically
• Road lights and reflectors fitted
as standard
• Fork pockets & single lift eye
• Easy access fuel fill & sight gauge facility
• Emergency stop
Options
• Powertilt lamps
• 110 volt sockets CTE
• Wind down prop stands
• Auto-run timer module

NETWORK RAIL
APPROVED

ISO 9001
Accredited
© SMC Light & Power. www.smclightandpower.com
I-01/10

Ultra Compact Saves on
Delivery Costs.

TL-90 LIGHTING TOWER
Kubota D905-BG, 3cyl water cooled, 7.4kWm @ 1500rpm

Oil Sump Capacity

5.1 Litres

Hydraulic System
Engine Emergency Stop System

Bio-degradable oil
12v Solenoid. Energised To Run

Fuel Pump

12v Electric

Fuel Tank Capacity

130 Litres

Fuel Consumption

2.25 l/hr (at Continuous rating)

Maximum Run Time (4 Lamps Only)
Starting Battery / Alternator Amps
Alternator

85 Hours
70Ah-V 12volts / 30Amps 12volts
Mecce Alte LT3 110 4 Pole, 230v, 50Hz

Continuous Power / Standby Power

5 kW / 5.5 kW

Power Outlet Sockets

2 x 16 Amp, 230v

Mast – Maximum Height (Metres)

9010mm†, Zinc Plated

Number of Sections

9

Mast Rotation

360˚

Mast Raise / Lower Time
Mast Actuation
Lamp Specification
Bunding

12 / 18 secs.
Hydraulic - 185bar 12v Power Pack
4x 1000W 230v Metal Halide
120% Engine Liquids & Fuel Tank

Tyres

185/70R 13

Dimensions Transport Mode (LxWxH)

2500 x 1320 x 2100mm

Dimensions Fully Deployed (LxWxH)

2690 x 2630 x 9010mm

Weight Fully Fuelled / Unfuelled

1050kg / 933kg

Noise Level @ 7 Metres

60dB[A] approx.

Sound Power Level LwA

85 dB[A]

Enclosure Protection
Stabilisers
Road Lights and Reflectors
Electric PowerTilt Lamp Control

†

IP 23
4
Standard
Optional Feature (12v)

Autorun

Optional Feature

115v Power Outlet Sockets

Optional Feature

When fitted with PowerTilt™ option. Standard Height 8740mm

Your SMC distributor is:

SMC has a policy of continuous improvement and
therefore reserve the right to change the specification
without prior notice.

© SMC Light & Power. United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (0)1775 840020 Fax: +44 (0)1775 843063 Email: info@smclightandpower.com

www.smclightandpower.com

Engine (Diesel)
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APPENDIX 5 – PRODUCTION TEST PHASE LIGHTING PLAN
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Resource and Environmental Consultants Ltd was commissioned by Third Energy UK Gas Ltd to
undertake a Lighting Assessment in order to determine baseline lighting conditions at the Kirby
Misperton Wellsite.
Artificial lighting associated with the facility has the potential to cause impacts at sensitive receptors
within the vicinity of the site. As such, a Lighting Assessment was undertaken in order to quantify
existing conditions at sensitive receptor locations.
A baseline lighting survey was undertaken to determine existing conditions in the vicinity of the site
and classify the relevant environmental zone. Based on the assessment results and relevant
guidance criteria, lighting associated with any future activities should be designed to ensure light
limitations for environmental zone E2 are complied with.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Resource and Environmental Consultants (REC) Ltd was commissioned by Third Energy UK Gas Ltd to
undertake a Lighting Assessment in order to determine baseline lighting conditions at the Kirby
Misperton Wellsite.
Lighting from the facility has the potential to cause impacts at sensitive receptors. As such, an
assessment was undertaken to quantify existing conditions in the vicinity of the site.
1.2

Site Location and Context

The site is located on land off Habton Road, at National Grid Reference (NGR): 477160, 478895, and
consists of the original area and extension. Reference should be made to Figure 1 for a location
plan.
The site is situated away from any significant sources of lighting. Any future activities may include
the installation of lighting fixtures such as:



Security lighting; and,
Area lighting.

These have the potential to cause increases in ambient lighting levels within the vicinity of the site.
Baseline conditions have therefore been defined within this report and relevant parameters
identified to ensure artificial lighting associated with any future activities do not result in the loss of
amenity for local residents.
1.3

Limitations

This report has been produced in accordance with REC's standard terms of engagement. REC has
prepared this report solely for the use of the Client and those parties with whom a warranty
agreement has been executed, or with whom an assignment has been agreed. Should any third
party wish to use or rely upon the contents of the report, written approval must be sought from
REC; a charge may be levied against such approval.
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2.0

LIGHTING BACKGROUND

The following legislation and guidance was used in this assessment:




2.1

Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light, The Institution of Lighting Engineers,
2011;
Glare Evaluation System for Use within Outdoor Sports and Area Lighting, International
Commission on Illumination, 1994; and,
Lighting in the Countryside: Towards Good Practice, Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2005; and,
Environmental Protection Act, 1990.
Legislative Framework

Light pollution was introduced within the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act (2005) as a
form of statutory nuisance under the Environmental Protection Act (1990), which was amended to
include the following nuisance definition:
"(fb) artificial light emitted from premises so as to be prejudicial to health or nuisance;"
Although light was described as a statutory nuisance, no prescriptive limits or rules have been set
for assessment. Guidance produced by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE),
Institution of Lighting Professionals (ILP) and the Chartered Institute of Building Services Engineers
(CISBE) have been referred to whilst undertaking this assessment.
1

The Lighting in the Countryside: Towards Good Practice guidance produced by the Department for
Communities and Local Government aims to identify good practice in the planning and design of
rural areas and advises on how this can be achieved. The document states:
"Lighting itself is not a problem; it only becomes a problem when it is excessive, poorly
designed or badly installed."
The document provides advice on how to reduce impacts associated with a development, as well
identifying relevant considerations for environmental assessments. The guidance has been
considered throughout this report as necessary.
2.2
2.2.1

National Planning Policy
National Planning Policy Framework
2

th

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published on 27 March 2012 and sets out
the Government's core policies and principles with respect to land use planning, including lighting.
The document includes the following considerations which are relevant to this assessment:
"To prevent unacceptable risks from pollution and land instability, planning policies and

1
2

Lighting in the Countryside; Towards Good Practice, Department for Communities and Local Government, 2005.
National Planning Policy Framework, Department for Communities and Local Government, 2012.
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decisions should ensure that new development is appropriate for its location. The effects
(including cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment or general
amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or proposed development to adverse effects
from pollution, should be taken into account."
"By encouraging good design, planning policies and decisions should limit the impact of light
pollution from artificial light on local amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes and nature
conservation."
The implications of the NPPF have been considered throughout this assessment.
2.2.2

National Planning Practice Guidance

The National Planning Practice Guidance3 (NPPG) web-based resource was launched by the
Department for Communities and Local Government on 6th March 2014 to support the NPPF and
make it more accessible. The light pollution pages are summarised under the following headings:
1. When is light pollution relevant to planning?
2. What factors should be considered when assessing whether a development proposal might
have implications for light pollution?
3. What factors are relevant when considering where light shines?
4. What factors are relevant when considering when light shines?
5. What factors are relevant when considering how much the light shines?
6. What factors are relevant when considering possible ecological impacts?
These were reviewed and the relevant guidance considered as necessary throughout the
undertaking of this assessment.
2.3
2.3.1

Local Planning Policy
Ryedale Local Plan

The Ryedale District Council (RDC) Local Plan4 sets out a long-term vision, objectives and key
strategy to guide public and private sector investment until 2027.
A review of the Local Plan indicated the following policy which is relevant to this assessment;
""Policy ENV29 - Light Pollution
Proposals which involve outdoor lighting schemes should normally submit details of such
schemes as part of the planning application. Outdoor lighting schemes should represent the
minimum level required for security and working purposes and should be designed to
minimise glare and spillage. The District Council will normally resist outdoor lighting schemes
that would seriously detract from:

3
4

http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/.
Ryedale Local Plan, Ryedale District Council, 2002.
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The generally unlit rural character of a landscape;
Residential amenity; or,
Highway safety."

This policy has been considered during the undertaking of the Lighting Assessment.
2.3.2

North Yorkshire Minerals Local Plan

The North Yorkshire Minerals Local Plan5 contains policies which need to be taken into
consideration while drawing up a planning application for minerals development. A review of the
North Yorkshire Minerals Local Plan indicated the following policy which is relevant to the
assessment;
"Policy 4/1 Determination of Planning Applications
In considering an application for mining operations, the Mineral Planning Authority will need
to be satisfied that, where appropriate;
[…]
d) landscaping and screening has been designed to effectively mitigate the impact of the
proposal;
e) other environmental and amenity safeguards would effectively mitigate the impact of the
proposal;
[…]"
and
"Policy 4/14 Local Environment and Amenity
Proposals for mining operations and the associated depositing of mineral waste will be
permitted only where there would not be an unacceptable impact on the local environment
or residential amenity."

5

North Yorkshire Minerals Local Plan, North Yorkshire County Council, 1997.
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3.0

METHODOLOGY

Any future activities have the potential to cause the following impacts as a result of artificial
lighting:




Light trespass at residential properties;
Sky glow; and,
Glare on the local road network.

Baseline lighting levels at the site have been quantified and relevant criteria identified for each
aspect, as outlined in the following Sections.
3.1

Site Survey

3.1.1

Survey Conditions

A survey was undertaken around the site in order to establish existing lighting levels. Light
measurements were undertaken on the 24th February 2015 at 20:00 and 23:00 to consider levels in
both the pre-curfew period (before 23:00) and in the post-curfew period (between 23:00 and
07:00).
Weather conditions during the survey were predominantly cold, dry and clear with low wind speeds.
Measurements were made using a Tecpel 536 digital light meter (S/N 101002025) at a position
approximately 1.5m above ground level. The light meter meets CIE photopic spectral response with
a maximum resolution of 0.01lux and the survey measurements were made using a resolution of
0.01lux.
3.1.2

Survey Locations

Measurements were undertaken at fourteen locations in order to determine baseline light levels in
the vicinity of the site. Survey locations are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1

Survey Locations

Survey Location

Orientation

NGR (m)
X

Y

S1

North-west corner of extension boundary

On Site

477107

479045

S2

North-east corner of extension boundary

On Site

477193

479011

S3

South-west corner of extension boundary

On Site

477177

478982

S4

South-east corner of extension boundary

On Site

477095

478992

S5

North-west corner of original development boundary

On Site

477094

478986

S6

North-east corner of original development boundary

On Site

477176

478978

S7

South-west corner of original development boundary

On Site

477124

478866
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Survey Location

Orientation

NGR (m)
X

Y

S8

South-east corner of original development boundary

On Site

477060

478890

S9

Residential - west of site access

South-west

476798

478907

S10

Residential - west of site access

South-west

476855

478865

S11

Residential - Habton Road at entrance to site access

South-east

477092

478632

S12

Residential - Kirby Misperton Road

North-east

477850

479488

S13

Residential - Habton Road

North-east

477937

479263

S14

Residential - Ducks Farm Close

North-east

477874

479228

Reference should be made to Figure 2 for a graphical representation of survey locations.
3.2

Light Trespass and Sky Glow

Luminaires have the potential to cause light trespass into residential properties in the vicinity of the
site and contribute to sky glow. The Institution of Lighting Engineers (ILE6) has developed an
Environmental Zone classification system for the categorisation of assessment locations. This is
summarised in Table 2.
Table 2

Environmental Zone Classification

Category

Description

Examples

E0

Dark

UNESCO Starlight reserves, IDA Dark Sky Parks

E1

Intrinsically dark landscapes

National Parks, Areas of Outstanding National Beauty, etc

E2

Low district brightness areas

Rural, small village, or relatively dark urban locations

E3

Medium district brightness

Small town centres or urban locations

E4

High district brightness areas

Town/city centres with high levels of night-time activity

For each Environmental Zone, obtrusive light limitations for exterior lighting installations have also
been determined by the ILE7. These are summarised in Table 3.

6
7

Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light, The Institution of Lighting Engineers, 2011.
Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light, The Institution of Lighting Engineers, 2011.
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Table 3

Obtrusive Light Limitations for Exterior Lighting Installations

Environmental
Zone

Max Sky
(a)
Glow ULR
(%)

Light Trespass (into
(b)
Windows) Ev (lux)

Source Intensity I (kcd)

Pre-curfew

Postcurfew

Pre-curfew

Postcurfew

Building
Luminance
Pre-curfew
(c)
Average L
2
(cd/m )

E0

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

E1

0.0

2

1

2.5

0

0

E2

2.5

5

1

7.5

0.5

5.0

E3

5.0

10

2

10

1.0

10

E4

15.0

25

5

25

2.5

25

NOTE:

(d)

(a) Upward light ratio of the installation - maximum permitted percentage of luminaire flux for the total
installation that goes directly into the sky.
(b)
Vertical Illuminance measured flat at the glazing at the centre of the window.
(c)
Luminance.
(d)
From public road lighting installations only.

The obtrusive light limitations shown in Table 3 have been used to define the parameters for the
lighting design criteria.
3.3

Glare

Any additional luminaires have the potential to cause glare at sensitive locations in the vicinity of
the site. The CIE have produced Glare Rating Limits (GRmax) for a number of applications8. These are
summarised in Table 4.
Table 4

Glare Rating Limits

Application

Risk

GRmax

Safety and security

Low risk

55

Medium risk

50

High risk

45

Low risk

55

Medium risk

50

High risk

45

Movement and safety

8

Glare Evaluation System for Use within Outdoor Sports and Area Lighting, International Commission on Illumination,
1994.
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Application

Risk

GRmax

Work

Low risk

55

Medium risk

50

High risk

45

The GRmax values shown in Table 4 have been used to define the parameters for the design criteria.
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4.0

ASSESSMENT

The results of the site survey were utilised to define the relevant parameters for the lighting design
criteria, as summarised in the following Sections.
4.1

Survey Results

A baseline light survey was undertaken in the vicinity of the development site as previously
described in Section 3.1. The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5
ID

Light Survey Results
Location

Measured Illuminance (lux)
Pre-curfew

Post-curfew

S1

North-west corner of extension boundary

0.1

0.2

S2

North-east corner of extension boundary

0.1

0.2

S3

South-west corner of extension boundary

0.2

0.1

S4

South-east corner of extension boundary

0.1

0.1

S5

North-west corner of original development boundary

0.2

0.4

S6

North-east corner of original development boundary

0.3

0.4

S7

South-west corner of original development boundary

0.3

0.2

S8

South-east corner of original development boundary

8.6

11.0

S9

Residential - west of site access

0.1

0.1

S10

Residential - west of site access

0.1

0.1

S11

Residential - Habton Road at entrance to site access

0.1

0.2

S12

Residential - Kirby Misperton Road

0.6

0.5

S13

Residential - Habton Road

8.9

8.3

S14

Residential - Ducks Farm Close

0.5

0.4

It should be noted that a number of small increases have been recorded between the pre-curfew
and post-curfew periods. This can be attributed to the nature of the surveys which are affected by
the accuracy of the digital light meter and the exact position in which the measurements are taken.
The magnitude of change is not considered significant and on site observations indicated that
lighting levels did not change between these two periods. As such, this has not affected the
outcomes of the assessment.
Review of aerial photography and field notes made during the survey indicated the area surrounding
the site is agricultural in nature, with a small area of residential land use to the north-east. There are
a number of artificial streetlight sources contributing to an area of low district brightness.
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During the lighting survey it became apparent that localised street lighting and security lighting had
significantly more effect on sensitive locations than any current land use at the Kirby Misperton
Wellsite.
As indicated in Table 5, the measured illuminance varied significantly between different survey
locations. This was due to specific impacts associated with street lighting at the residential receptors
and on site security lights close to the staff porta cabins, located to the south-east boundary of the
existing Wellsite. Due to the distance to the site and the generally low measured illuminance on site,
it is likely that properties would be influenced more by local street lighting than by any future
development. This was shown by the relatively high measured illuminance at S13, which was taken
in close proximity to a street light at a distance significantly further away from the Wellsite than a
number of other receptor locations.
It should be noted that the original Wellsite boundary is screened by dense vegetation which
reduces the impact of lighting on nearby receptors. The extension site boundary currently has some
vegetative screening, although not to the same degree as the original site. An increase in vegetation
in this area may be considered as an option to reduce lighting impacts associated with any future
luminaire installations.
4.2

Environmental Zone Classification

Based on the results of the light survey and criteria shown in Table 2, the area surrounding the
proposed development site is classified as Environmental Zone E2 - low district brightness areas.
This was because the majority of the monitoring results indicated illuminance of 5.0lux or below and
the land use would be described as 'Rural, small village, or relatively dark urban locations'.
4.3

Light Limitations

Table 6 provides the relevant light limitations for any future luminaires based on the Environmental
Zone classification outlined previously.
Table 6

Obtrusive Light Limitations for Exterior Lighting Installations

Environmental
Zone

E2

Max Sky
(a)
Glow ULR
(%)

Light Trespass (into
(b)
Windows) Ev (lux)

Source Intensity I (kcd)

Pre-curfew

Postcurfew

Pre-curfew

Postcurfew

Building
Luminance
Pre-curfew
(c)
Average L
2
(cd/m )

2.5

5

1

7.5

0.5

5

A GRmax level of 45 should also be considered during the design of future lighting fixtures.
Based on the assessment results and relevant guidance criteria, lighting associated with any future
activities shall be designed to ensure:



The maximum sky glow as an upward light ratio is less than 2.5%;
Light trespass at the windows of all residential properties in the vicinity of the site is less
than 5 lux for pre-curfew periods (before 23:00) and 1lux post curfew (between 23:00 and
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7:00);
Source intensity is less than 7.5kcd for pre-curfew periods (before 23:00) and 0.5kcd post
curfew (between 23:00 and 7:00);
Building luminance is less than 5kcd/m2 during pre-curfew periods (before 23:00), and;
Glare rating on all highways is less than 45.

It is considered the design of any future luminaires in accordance with the above parameters should
control light impacts at sensitive locations to an acceptable level.
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5.0

CONCLUSION

REC Ltd was commissioned by Third Energy UK Gas Ltd to undertake a Lighting Assessment in order
to determine baseline conditions at the Kirby Misperton Wellsite.
Artificial lighting associated with the site has the potential to cause impacts at sensitive receptors.
An assessment was therefore undertaken in order to quantify existing conditions in the vicinity of
the facility.
A baseline lighting survey was undertaken to determine existing conditions in the vicinity of the site.
The results were utilised to classify the surrounding area as Environmental Zone E2 - low district
brightness.
During the lighting survey it became apparent that street lighting was the most significant light
source and had more effect on sensitive locations than any existing land use at the Kirby Misperton
Wellsite. However, due to the proximity of a number of residential receptors, it should remain an
aim during any future development to ensure that lighting levels remain low.
Based on the Environmental Zone classification and relevant guidance criteria, lighting associated
with any future activities should be designed to ensure:







The maximum sky glow as an upward light ratio is less than 2.5%;
Light trespass at the windows of all residential properties in the vicinity of the site is less
than 5 lux for pre-curfew periods (before 23:00) and 1lux post curfew (between 23:00 and
7:00);
Source intensity is less than 7.5kcd for pre-curfew periods (before 23:00) and 0.5kcd post
curfew (between 23:00 and 7:00);
Building luminance is less than 5kcd/m2 during pre-curfew periods (before 23:00), and;
Glare rating on all highways is less than 45.
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6.0
CISBE
CIE
ILE
ILP
NGR
NPPF
NPPG
REC
RDC

ABBREVIATIONS
Chartered Institute of Building Service Engineers
International Commission on Illumination
Institution of Lighting Engineers
Institution of Lighting Professionals
National Grid Reference
National Planning Policy Framework
National Planning Practice Guidance
Resource and Environmental Consultants
Ryedale District Council
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